
NEWSLETTER

SScores of generations of dogs
have been bred for specific
conformation, work functions,

and temperaments. These same
dogs enjoy the luxury of steady
provision of food and other
resources. One would think, then,
that the relatively expensive
behavior of resource guarding
would be rendered obsolete. After
all, guarding behaviors take energy
and put the animal at risk of injury
and even death. Yet, many pet dogs
guard things, both from other dogs
and from people—
including the people
who do all the
providing!  

It is easy to see how,
in a natural environ-
ment, a group-
hunting carnivore
who guards would
have reproductive
advantage over one
who gladly
relinquishes. It’s a
good trait, like a
well-developed
immune system or legs that can run
fast. In a domestic environment,
however, it is an undesirable trait
that results in bites to family
members and owner
relinquishments.

FALLACIES ABOUT
RESOURCE GUARDING

There are several common fallacies
about resource guarding that cloud
our understanding and, thus, our
approaches to treatment of this
common behavior problem.

1. It is abnormal behavior.
Guarding food, coveted objects,

mates, and physical space are highly
adaptive traits in a natural environ-
ment. If dogs had to fend for them-
selves tomorrow, guarders would
have the survival and reproductive
edge over nonguarders. 

2. Because it is largely genetically
driven, rather than learned, it is
immutable.

This fallacy is not limited to
resource guarding. While it is true
that genetics can make certain
behaviors easier to learn in some

cases, or interfere
with learning in other
cases, there is no neat
correlation between
how much a behavior
is thought to be
genetically influenced
and its susceptibility
to behavior
modification. 

3. It can be cured by
making the dog
realize that
resources are
abundant.

The idea behind this fallacy is that
all we have to do is convince the
dog that there are no reasons to
guard because resources are
plentiful (by providing a plethora of
toys, treats, and chewies). Alas, it
would seem that dogs were
snoozing in logic class. They do not
learn this way. 

4. It is a symptom of dominance.

This fallacy is largely a legacy of the
pervasiveness of social hierarchy
models as explanation for dog
behavior, as well as springboards for
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treatment techniques. Most dog
owners have sketchy, if any, under-
standing of the most basic techniques
of operant and classical conditioning.
Yet, virtually all owners throw
around the word “dominance” with
abandon. Rank as the reason for
resource guarding has also provided
decades of quasi-justification for the
use of aversives in training. 

In actuality, resource guarding
responds well to desensitization,
counterconditioning, and well-
executed operant techniques, which
raises questions about dominance:
• When the dog stops guarding,

has he become less dominant as
a result of the desensitization
and counterconditioning? If so,
by what mechanism?

• Is rank, therefore, not a fixed
trait? If not, can one still say a
dog is a “dominant” dog?  

• If dominance is a relationship
rather than a trait, how could
simple desensitization/
counterconditioning exercises
change the relationship?   

The behaviorist paradigm provides
a much simpler way to describe
post-treatment behavior. That is,
rather than expending energy on
why the behavior exists, the behav-
iorist concentrates on changing the
behavior.
5. It is a result of “spoiling” the dog.

Guarding crops up in dogs with all
kinds of life histories. “Spoiled” is
also a very subjective term. I am
dismayed that people label dogs
spoiled simply because the dog’s
basic needs are being met, they are
well loved, and their lives are
relatively free of aversives. 

GET OUT OF THE BLACK BOX

Dog training and behavior modifica-
tion are fields full of camps with
different biases. One well-known

distinction is between trainers who
use primarily or exclusively
techniques that are free of aversives
(e.g., pain and startle) and those

dog is doing is more fruitful. 

PROGNOSTIC INDICATORS

Prognostic indicators include

• number and clarity of triggers

• owner commitment and
compliance

• bite threshold and presence of
protracted warning

• dog variables such as impulsiv-
ity, size, and learning ability

Of these indicators, one of the most
important is determining a dog’s
bite threshold and early warning
signs. Clearly, dogs with soft
mouths have rosier prognoses than
dogs who inflict damaging bites.
Dogs with bite inhibition are less of
a liability risk. They also can be
treated more aggressively because
the worst-case scenario is more
bearable (a less damaging bite)
should the dog offend during or
between training sessions. 

To assess bite severity, obtain a thor-
ough history of all the dog’s bites.
The most important feature is the
degree of damage per bite. It may
require some sleuthing to extract
this information from the flood of
other details you may receive
during history taking. Do not be
distracted from your task of finding
out, for each incident, exactly what
kind of injury occurred to what
person, on what body part, through
what kind of clothing and, what, if
any, medical attention was given.

There is no absolute standard
regarding what kind of bite severity
equates a treatable case. It is a
judgment call made by the coun-
selor prior to deciding to treat
aggression cases. 

Many qualified trainers and behav-
iorists opt to not take on aggression
cases at all. Some will only treat
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who insist that aversives are
necessary and benign. 

Another less-publicized difference is
whether one’s focus is on observable
data or on interpretations of what
might be going on inside the dog’s
mind. Where a more traditional
trainer might see observable
behavior as a symptom of an
underlying problem, syndrome, or
illness (such as dominance
aggression in the case of resource
guarding), the behaviorist sticks to
what the dog is doing—in this case,
guarding—and modifies that
behavior without trying to guess
what is going on “in the black box.” 

I can’t know what is going on in the
mind of any dog at any time. I can,
however, observe, measure, and
modify behavior using operant and
classical conditioning. This is not to
say that I don’t have opinions, gut
feelings, or an entertaining time
speculating about what I think is
going on in a dog’s head. It’s just
that, when it comes to behavior
modification, a focus on what the continued on page 7
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Resource Guarding Case History: Food Guarding 
by Jean Donaldson

BBuffy, a stray Chow foster puppy,
presented with object and food
guarding against people and

dogs. I elected to not touch the dog-
dog issues as long as her socialization
and play skills came along and she
was clearly developing good acquired
bite inhibition. The guarding against
people, however, needed to be actively
resolved.

The following is a summary of Buffy’s
food guarding exercises. The rapid
pace of progress and aggressive incre-
ment jumps were due to her age.
Adjunct measures included impulse
control (stay, off, and wait) and soft-
mouth training. I also addressed
Buffy’s socialization deficits, severe
body handling problems, and object
guarding.

BASELINE

When approached while eating from
her dish, Buffy would freeze and, if
approach continued to the dish, growl
briefly and then lunge and snap. If
touched while eating, she would growl
and simultaneously whirl and bite.
Due to the independent body handling
problem, this had to be partly resolved
prior to combining it with food bowl
exercises. Buffy did not guard an
empty dish.

HIERARCHY

Step 1 (Day 1): Installment feeding of
canned food. I sat next to Buffy’s dish
and spooned in one mouthful. Once
she had swallowed, spooned next
mouthful into dish. By the end of the
second meal, Buffy showed clear
orientation to the can/spoon/hand
after each swallow. 

Step 2 (Days 1 & 2): Overlap. Same as
Step 1, except the next spoonful added
to the dish was while Buffy was still
consuming. Continued for three meals
without evidence of guarding. 

Step 3 (Days 2 & 3): Approach
overlap. I now stood instead of sat
next to Buffy. I spooned a larger
installment, withdrew two paces, 

re-approached, and added the next
spoonful while Buffy was still con-
suming. Continued for three meals, at
the end of which time conditioned
emotional response (CER) had become
evident: Buffy wagged her tail and
looked up on approach. Repeated for
one more day (five small meals) with
larger withdrawal distances and
intervals.

Step 4 (Day 4): Trumping. I spooned
her entire ration into the bowl.
Withdrew five paces, paused 15
seconds, approached, and added
(hidden) marble-sized dollop of goat
cheese (this treat had been “pre-
auditioned” out of context and
ascertained to be in Buffy’s Top Five
All-Time Foods). Withdrew to six
paces and waited for Buffy to con-
tinue to consume. This was not
immediate, which is typical of
trumping; the dog orients to the
handler rather than back to the dish.
Repeated. Clear CER on the third trial
evidenced by her withdrawal from the
bowl on approach, orientation to the
approacher, and
a tail wag. 

Step 5 (Days 4
through 6):
Covering high-
value base. I
approached
while Buffy was
consuming a
high-value
food, rather
than normal
meal ration-
level food, and
trumped it with
higher-value
food. While the
higher-value food was being con-
sumed, I added a different but equally
high-value food, or more of the same.
It only took one to two trials of each
high-value food introduction to result
in clear CER from Buffy. 

Step 6 (Day 4 onward): Cold trials. I

introduced random trumping. At least
once per meal, from a random direc-
tion, at a random time, and with one
of Buffy’s top foods, I approached and
added the bonus. Clear “yippee” CER. 

Step 7 (Day 8 onward): Generali-
zation. Introduced random trumps by
different people, with careful
monitoring for any evidence of
regression, including absence of
“yippee” CER to approach. Had this
been an adult dog, the hierarchy—
and, notably, a much more gradual
one—would have been recommended
at the beginning by each new recruit,
with likely accelerated progress rate
for each successive person.

Step 8 (Day 15 onward): Body
handling. It was only here that I
commenced patting, grabbing, or
pushing her around while she was
eating. In most cases, this would come
earlier; however, it took me this long
to get the independent body handling
problem up to speed. The handling-
during-eating exercise consisted of the
body touch (later handling) followed

by a trumping
addition, and
repeated until
the body
touch/handling
elicited the
“yippee” CER.
For this exercise,
Buffy’s CER
consisted of a
wag as well as
orientation to
my other hand
or face when my
delivery hand

was blank or behind my back (bonus
food was stored in my mouth or
pocket).

Conclusion: Buffy is now on
maintenance, with a cold trumping or
body handling trial usually once per
meal, and the use of other people
whenever an opportunity presents
itself. I ended up adopting her. 

Buffy
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cases where there is minimal
damage (e.g., shallow abrasions to
occasional shallow punctures) or no
damage, or cases where dogs have
demonstrated protracted threat but
have never actually bitten anyone
due to gloriously high bite
thresholds. Some counselors will
treat harder mouths, although they
may examine other history features
such as protracted warning, the
owner’s management capabilities,
and presence of children in the
home before committing to the case. 

The important thing is that you
decide which types of cases you are
comfortable with and qualified for
before fielding inquiries, and that you
refer appropriately when you
encounter a case that falls outside
your scope. 
USE OF MUZZLES, TETHERS, AND
GLOVES

There are advantages and disadvan-
tages to the use of any tool in behav-
ior modification. One disadvantage
is always the necessity of weaning
the dog (and owners!) off the tool
unless dependence on it in real-life
situations is immaterial. In the case
of resource guarding, muzzles,
tethers, and Kevlar gloves provide
safety during exercises, especially in
those cases where a mishap could
result in a hard bite. These tools are
often used in early exercises until
the dog is well rehearsed with new
behaviors. Then, tools are dispensed
with so the training can be general-
ized to increasingly real-life
situations.

TREATMENT OVERVIEW

A typical resource guarding rehabili-
tation program will center on direct
desensitization and countercondi-
tioning exercises to modify any
known guarding. Extensive inter-
viewing is often required to ensure
that all objects subject to guarding are
listed, as well as each item’s relative

importance (i.e., an object hierarchy).
Great attention will be paid in most
cases to getting the new behavior
generalized so that the dog is safe
around people in general, rather
than only those who have done exer-
cises. Adjunct measures—such as
impulse control exercises, the provis-
ion of vigorous exercise, and mental
stimulation—are also common. 

MANAGEMENT

Management means avoiding the
problem or trigger for a behavior
through environmental control. It
can serve as a valid alternative to
behavior modification or be used in
conjunction with behavior modifica-
tion. Management during treatment
serves the dual purposes of pre-

gradually increased, contingent
upon the subject continuing to feel
okay. A hierarchy is developed at
the beginning of treatment, ranging
from the easiest to most difficult
versions of the stimulus. 
Desensitization is most often per-
formed in conjunction with
counterconditioning, a technique
which is an application of classical
conditioning. In classical condi-
tioning, when one event becomes a
reliable predictor of another event,
the subject develops an anticipatory
response to the first event. The
association between the two events
is particularly evident if the second
event is relevant or potent.  
Counterconditioning is about
changing associations. It’s called
counterconditioning rather than
simply conditioning because the
dog already has an unpleasant
emotional response to the thing
we’re trying to condition, so we
counter that by establishing a
pleasant conditioned emotional
response (CER). 
How this looks in actual treatment is
the presentation of a low-enough
intensity, or sub-threshold, version of
the stimulus/trigger, immediately
followed by a potent, pleasant
counterconditioning stimulus. This
process is repeated until the dog is
evidently and eagerly anticipating
the counter-stimulus when the
trigger is presented. Then, the
intensity of the trigger is increased
slightly and the procedure is
repeated.  If, at any point, the dog
shows the original reaction to the
trigger, it means the intensity of the
presentation is super-threshold. It is
important to then back off to a
reduced trigger intensity and work
back up gradually again.  
TROUBLESHOOTING HIERARCHY
PROBLEMS

Trainers sometimes announce 
that a certain technique—operant
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venting mishap while the dog is in
training and protecting the program.
PRINCIPLES OF DESENSITIZATION
AND COUNTERCONDITIONING
(D&C)
Systematic desensitization is a tech-
nique that was originally developed
to treat people with anxiety and
phobias. The subject is exposed to a
fear-evoking object or situation at an
intensity that does not produce a
response. The intensity is then very continued on next page
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conditioning, for example—didn’t
work in a given case. Before making
this assumption, make sure that
there were no compromising, or
even lethal, technical errors that, if
resolved, would allow progress. In
the case of D&C, proper execution
of the program is vital to get a 
good result. 
There are two common execution
errors in D&C for resource guarding.
1. Going too fast. An all-too-

common execution error is
progressing to the next level in
the hierarchy before the dog is
demonstrating the desired CER.
This is called “skating on thin
ice.” Pushing the dog to super-
threshold by advancing too
quickly up hierarchy rungs
(using the object hierarchy list
you developed from inter-
viewing the owner) before the
CER is well established at the
previous level can seriously
compromise the program. 

2. Order of events errors. Another
key to either establishing a beau-
tiful CER or literally achieving
nothing is how well the trainer
orchestrates the order of events.
In order for a dog to have an
anticipatory response to the first
event, it must have high predic-
tive value that the second event is
coming. This predictive relation-
ship can be muddied by simul-
taneous conditioning, backward
conditioning, or inadvertently
presenting a compound stimulus. 

Simultaneous conditioning refers to
the second event occurring simulta-
neous to the first so there is no
predictive relationship. Backward
conditioning refers to the two events
occurring in reverse order so that
the predictive relationship is also
reversed. Dogs get excited at the
sight of their leash coming out of
the cupboard because the walk
comes afterward. If the walk hap-
pened simultaneous to or before the
leash came out of the cupboard, the

leash’s appearance would not be a
very good tip-off.

Similarly, if events in a resource
counterconditioning procedure are
not in the correct order, conditioning
won’t take place. The first event is the
sub-threshold approach of a person
or other “threat” to the resource (such
as, in later exercises, touching it,
removing it, or touching the dog
while he is in possession). The second
event is the fabulous payoff, along
with the dog retaining the original
resource or getting it back. 

Another common problem is the
CER resulting from an association
with some other element in the
stimulus package that preceded the
payoff. Instead of being associated
with the element you wanted (the
approach, touch, or resource
removal), the CER became associated
with something like the training
context itself. 

For example, if
trials are deliv-
ered in too rapid a
manner from the
beginning to the
end of the session
without any
down time, the
dog might devel-
op a stronger or
exclusive CER to
the exercise set-
up, smell of the
bait, and/or to the
trainer. If trials are
delivered in too
steady a manner,
the inter-trial
interval can actu-
ally overshadow
the approach. The
dog learns a rule
such as “treats are
arriving every
eight seconds”
rather than
attending to the
approach or
exchange that
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precedes the treat. Finally, if some
other thing the dog is already famil-
iar with as a predictor of good stuff
(the reach of the trainer’s hand
toward the bait pouch) occurs
simultaneous to the approach, touch,
or removal, that element could block
what you are trying to condition. 
A carefully crafted, methodical
treatment plan that details the dog’s
object hierarchy list, as well as
critical attention to the order of
events, will help tremendously in
effective execution of a D&C
program for resource guarding.

Jean Donaldson instructs at the 
San Francisco SPCA Academy for 
Dog Trainers and is the author of
MINE! A Practical Guide to
Resource Guarding in Dogs (Kinship
Communications, 2002), Dogs are
from Neptune (Laser Multimedia,
1998), and Culture Clash (James &
Kenneth, 1996).




